
Press Release

 

Dev Entertainment Ventures' Much Awaited Biographical Action Drama

‘Bagha Jatin’ Premiered

 

Kolkata, 20th October, 2023: Dev Entertainment Ventures, today, hosted the premiere of the much awaited
Durga Puja release, Bagha Jatin at Inox South City. Present on this evening were, Superstar Dev, debutant Sreeja
Dutta, actor Sudipta Chakraborty, Director, Arun Roy, Music Composer, Nilayan Chatterjee and the other cast and
crew members of the movie.

Bagha Jatin is going to narrate about the life and the courageous journey of Shri Jatindranath Mukherjee

one of the leading figures in the history of India's fight for the freedom. Shri Jatindranath Mukherjee later

came to be known as 'Bagha Jatin' for his fearless encounter with a Tiger with his bare hands. The film is

going to highlight about Jatindanath's aspirations for his Motherland and the contributions and sacrifice of

the other revolutionaries whose tireless effort and acts of bravery played a prominent role in earning our

country's Independence. 

 

"Bagha Jatin is our Durga Puja bonanza for every Indian. The movie will revive the thrilling saga of this

freedom fighter and other unsung heroes who played a significant role in the country’s freedom fight. The

film is packed with action, drama and romance. We are releasing Bagha Jatin pan India so that on the

auspicious occasion of Durga Puja and Navratri people residing at any corner of the country can watch the

story of this freedom fighter from Bengal. We hope to receive a phenomenal response from the audience,”

said superstar Dev, who is also producing the movie.

 

"The film will revive the period of India's struggle for Freedom and Empowerment. Dev, in the title role,

along with the actors has done an absolute justice to their respective characters. The movie will educate

about the rich culture and history of our country along with influencing the youth of India. We look forward

to receive audience’s appreciation for our efforts in creating something really exceptional for them,"

said Mr Arun Roy, the Director of the film 'Bagha Jatin'. 

 

Arun Roy and Sounava Bose have written the script and the dialogues. Gopi Bhagat is the DOP

and Nilayan Chatterjee has composed the music and background score for the film. 

 

Bagha Jatin will release on Thursday, 19th October, 2023 in Bengali across single screens and

multiplexes in West Bengal and the Hindi version will release on Friday, 20
th
 October, 2023 across India.
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